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Abstract 

This paper presents some aspects of Indigenous mathematics in Papua New Guinea in 

order to establish its value for Indigenous people and their education. It also points out the 

value of research into Indigenous mathematics to strengthen mathematics education in 

general. It provides richer perspectives and understandings of mathematical relationships and 

language. The paper complements previous work undertaken on counting systems based on 

work by Glen Lean (Glen Lean Ethnomathematics Centre University of Goroka, 2003; 

Owens, 2000, 2001) and focusses on recent research in the space and geometry and 

measurement aspects of Papua New Guinea Indigenous mathematics. 

Indigenous Knowledges and Mathematics 

Indigenous mathematical knowledges and practices are uniquely different from 

current Indo-European views espoused in schools (Battiste, 2000; Matang, 2003) because 

mathematics develops within a cultural context and the mathematics of these cultures differ 

from the development of mathematics accumulated through Indo-European cultures. The first 

purpose for valuing Indigenous knowledges is to encourage school systems to build 

authentically on Indigenous students’ home and community knowledge and to accept a 

recognitive view of social justice by adapting Indigenous knowledge in schooling systems 

(Apple, 2004). The second is to influence educators understanding of how students may learn 

                                                
1 The first part of this paper and a section on canoes was originally developed with Rex Matang. This paper is 
dedicated to Rex Matang who was a chief Elder for his Kâte community, Papua New Guinea and researcher and 
advocate for ethnomathematics in PNG. He passed away January 2010. 
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mathematics and indeed to extend both pedagogical practices and mathematical content and 

processes.  

Culture is: 
 

the knowledge and conceptions, embodied in symbolic and non-symbolic 
communication modes, about the technology and skills, customary behaviours, 
values, beliefs, and attitudes, a society has evolved from its historical past, and 
progressively modifies and augments to give meaning to and cope with the 
present and anticipated future problems of its existence (Bullivant, 1981, p. 
19). 

 
In other words, culture encompasses everything that is found within the physical and 

spiritual environment of a particular social group. Thus, if culture is to be located on the 

continuum of both space and time, it represents a collective way of coping with the problems 

of surviving in the spatial environment (Bullivant, 1981; Matang, 2003) through the 

organisation and processes which enable cultural knowledge to be transmitted from one 

generation to the next, a notion technically known as enculturation ((Bishop, 1988; Bullivant, 

1981). Mathematical thinking, concepts and applications are conducted in every day cultural 

activities such as fishing, hunting, exchange ceremonies, house, bridge, and canoe 

construction, and navigation (Lipka & Adams, 2004; Mishra, 1997; Owens & Kaleva, 2008b; 

Penn Museum, 1997; Spennemann, 1998). In essence, the development and use of 

mathematical systems by most Indigenous groups are as old as the life of the cultural group 

itself (Lean, 1992; Matang, 2003; Smith, 1984) although, like any spoken language which is 

not static, change is accommodated by the fluidity in modifying the systems (Esmonde & 

Saxe, 2004; Saxe, 1985). These modifications give rise to even greater diversity among 

language groups and their respective systems. 

This paper presents some of the complexity related to cultural mathematics in Papua 

New Guinea (PNG) and describes the analytical tools by which teachers can unpack the 

mathematics embedded in their languages and cultural activities.  
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Linguistic Studies of Position 

Descriptions of position depend on frames of reference which differ across cultures. 

In general, space is referred to by local and directional prepositions or postpositions (at, on, 

in, in front of, behind), locatives-local or place adverbs (here, there), dimensional or spatial 

adjectives (high, low, wide), demonstratives (this, that), static and dynamic motion verbs (to 

stand, to come, to go, to bring, to take), directionals (e.g., to, into), and presentatives (there is) 

(Senft, 1997, p. 8). These are called deictic systems and there is a large variety of these 

systems across languages. In addition, languages have gestures such as pointing or raising the 

eyebrows to indicate position. However, the number of terms used in any one language may 

vary. Senft (1997) presents an argument made by others that the more man-made spaces in a 

society, the smaller the size of the spatial deictic system so Indigenous communities have 

many words for space-related descriptions and directives. The locative markers of a language 

impose an implicit classification on spatial configurations. Indo-European categories are 

topological relationships (e.g. proximity, inclusion, surface contact), Euclidean notions, and 

functional notions concerning typical uses.  

Prepositions or postpositions generally provide a connection that is obvious by 

context or by the expected relationship between objects e.g. the book on the table. For this 

reason, prepositions are frequently minimal and may or may not impact on word order. 

Alekano (an Eastern Highlands language of PNG) has up to 15 slots or positions for different 

types of words and relationships between words in a sentence resulting in a complex 

linguistic way of referring to space or other mathematical aspects (Tami, 2007). The 

complexity and use of suffixes was noted by Codrington (1885) at first contact when he said 

Melanesians and Polynesians attach suffixes constantly to nouns, and have a habit of 

continually introducing adverbs of place and of direction such as up and down, hither and 

hence, seaward and landward. There are many alternative perspectives on position among 
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Austronesian and Papuan languages (Senft, 2004b, 1997). These alternatives also affect the 

way people measure. For example, measuring systems vary for horizontal and vertical 

directions in conjunction with the body in Kilivila, Trobriand Islands, PNG (Lawton; Wado, 

personal communications) but in some cases, the position of the axes can be moved (Senft, 

2004a).  

One deictical system that can be found in a number of Papuan and Austronesian 

languages includes varying words which refer to a place quite distant, ones that encode 

medial distance and ones that imply proximity with visibility impacting on choice of words 

(Senft, 1997) unlike English with only “here” and “there”. Sometimes words vary with the 

use of gestures (e.g. Saliba, Milne Bay, PNG; Margetts, 2004). In other examples, words vary 

with addressor and/or addressee or a third person or object as reference point and the number 

of people involved may also modify the words to be used – see SIL records for further details 

(SIL, 2007) (also found in Samoan as presented by Mosel, 2004). Local landmarks and 

environmental features are also used to denote places and the position of objects.  

Position in space and on a plane is perhaps the most widely diverse aspect of 

Indigenous mathematics. Indigenous ways of referencing position generally link more closely 

to activities, relationships, and the environment and are embedded in language. The 

referential system for the Abau of PNG are the rivers, and the points on the river that are 

places where certain activities like washing pots take place. Any point on land can be given 

by reference to the distance from one of these points. The side of the river is also indicated by 

stating the left or the right from the line of flow. Different groups wash at different places in 

the river and so they mark these places as fixed distances. By contrast, the Yupno from 

another area of PNG divide their valley area into a quadrant, and can refer to these areas in 

terms of uphill and downhill. However, to describe a route references to the landmarks of 

villages, resting-places and rivers are also used. Wassman (1997) noted in particular that the 
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descriptions, and even more so for the map drawings (both of which are not generally 

required in everyday communication except with people from outside), that some sense of 

walking the route was involved. For example, a slightly longer line was drawn for a difficult 

time-consuming stretch of the map. Interestingly, left and right in their language refers only 

to the body and its extensions (e.g., a spear in a hand) so left and right would not be used in a 

route description. In other areas of PNG, distance was marked by a stone’s throw or a day’s 

walk. The link between position and action and movement is reminiscent of work by Pinxten, 

van Dooren and Harvey (1983) on Navajo sense of space. Education that incorporates 

Indigenous approaches to referring to space can richly enhance both the purpose and the 

understanding of reference systems as arbitrary and human constructs. It places mathematical 

thinking about space in both a linguistic framework and place-based activity. Place-based 

learning provides a stronger meaning for students around spatial concepts.  

Language and Measurement 

Language patterns reflect the mathematical thinking of the speakers. Most Indigenous 

languages of PNG appear to be able to refer to volume, mass, area, length but a verb may be 

involved implying an action on size, e.g. making bigger, and the context may be required to 

interpret which attribute is being referenced (based on questionnaire data from over 300 

people and interviews with over 30 people/groups of people). There may be a limited number 

of comparative adjectives or very general concepts like size. Jones (1974) showed that it was 

not always easy for languages to express certain concepts related to measurement. In my 

study, participants talk about size but often thought for some time before completing the 

word lists as there may not be a word in their own language with the same meaning as the 

English word nor necessarily the same kind of speech patterns. For example, the word may 

not be an attribute word or adjective. Mussau (New Ireland, PNG – large island in the north) 

has an auxiliary clause for size with a verb content (van den Berg, SIL, personal 
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communication) and they use the word “mother” to refer to large things which is  a similar 

practice to the use of awara on the Huon Peninsula, PNG, and mama in Tok Pisin2. Korafe 

speakers in Oro Province, PNG, use suffixes for “bigger” and “biggest”. They have a word 

for a pile ai but they also use metaphors that incorporate size and other features. For example, 

a child is a chunk of the father or a smaller version of the father. In addition they will use 

reduplication (repeating morphemes) which is found for descriptive words (larger and/or 

smaller) (Farr, SIL, personal communication).  

Reduplication is also used in other languages and for similar or other purposes (e.g., 

continuing verb, plurals, groups like two by two, emphasis). Dobu speakers further along the 

coast in Milne Bay Province, PNG, use the word kaprika for “pumpkin” which changes to 

kapukapurika for “small pumpkin” (Capell, 1943). This may indicate a different type as well 

as different size. Manam Island (Madang Province) and Tinatatuna (Tolai, East New Britain, 

PNG) are spoken on other islands thousands of kilometres away but they also use 

reduplication. 

 Sometimes one word like “long” is negated (usually within the verb structure) to 

suggest “short” and a language with this structure is likely to use other paired opposites in a 

similar way. Some languages use a range of diminutives3. Spatial characteristics and 

classifications are also embedded in languages. For example, in Telefol, Telefomin, Sandaun 

Province, PNG, the following words are used for classification of woods used in bridge 

abutments for the Kobrenmin Bridge: kalman, yegim, tapet, imo (at for wood in general) 

while size and type are embedded in the descriptions of vines:  

sok - vines in general 

                                                
2 Tok Pisin (Pidgeon English is the lingua franca commonly used throughout PNG. It is based on English, 
German, and local languages especially for its grammatical structure. It is a fluid adaptive language and it varies 
from place to place. In some areas, it is overtaking local languages. 
3 Besides reading linguists’ notes on the SIL website and collecting wordlists by questionnaire, these comments 
have been confirmed by linguists in discussions at the Papuan Linguists Conference, Madang, 2007 or 
Australian National University. 
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tawayam - thin vine 
balkul - thick and rough vine 
ilin - flat, dark brown vine 
ifa - thick vines used for cables (Siegel, 1982) 
 

“Very” is expressed in consistent ways in most Austronesian languages. It might be 

translated “enormous” and has equivalents in Tok Pisin of “mama” or “tripela”. In Papuan 

languages this term might not exist. “Larger” might be expressed by comparison of two 

objects with a comparison word between (order of words is important). In some cases, only 

certain kinds of objects may be compared; for example, there might not be a comparison 

between the volumes of stone and of water. Table 1 shows a number of different words for 

the same concept in English. Some of these can be explained in terms of the influence of 

other languages. For example, for Tinatatuna the word “to measure” includes mak(ai) which 

is similar to the Tok Pisin word, and the overlap of words in three PNG highland languages 

(Huli & Kewapi in Southern Highlands Province and Enga, dominant language of Enga 

Province) suggests inter-language influence. One particular Huli speaker (Philip Piru) noted 

that volume was a combination of length, width and height. The impact of western education 

might be evident in this comment and only one student (Veronica Kerapi) from the hundreds 

who completed questionnaires from the same province noted that her family (unlike others) 

discussed area in terms of area units rather than referring back to length units. Nevertheless, 

the size of garden areas and their usage, triangular patterns for planting crops, rectangular 

garden beds, areas of floors, walls and roofs are well recognised in a visuospatial way as two-

dimensional spaces of sizes that can be compared. 
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Table 1:  Words related to size from a small selection of different languages in PNG  
English  Fore  Manam  Tinatatuna Enga  Huli  Kewapi  
big  tave  taila, dadaka, 

memekei, 
kanabibia, 
ilaba  

ngala 
(variations)  

andaik, yale  timbuni  andai  

compare  koviga  tongaka  varvadaina, 
vandadauane, 
valarue, 
varagopina  

makande, kapakap  manda, 
mandapia  

anamealapa
, manda-
mamea  

full  puma,e  ikauri  buka  tubelam, tubabpah, 
tuimbilam, 
perpertta  

toho laya, 
caralipa, 
catlope, to  

manda, 
rege-pe-
lea, rayo  

heavy  gunda  moatubu  mamat  kend, kenda, 
kendepi, 
kendaping  

kend, kenda, 
kendepi  

kend, 
kenda, 
kendepi  

light  ewasa  malama  papa, papanga  yapalume, kende 
napinge  

hale, je-pe-pi, 
emene, 
jepeapi, 
yapipi, atatapi  

yapa-pea, 
pa  

little  amanag
ando  

kengekenge, 
sikisiki, 
mukumuku, 
seisei, bisibisi  

kapakapana  kolam, kokilyam, 
yaalam  

emene 
(various 
spellings)  

egepusi, 
ekei, ekesi, 
ogesi  

long  he’elo  salagabuli, 
salagauta,  

lolovina  londe londe, 
londakai  

luni  andalu 
(with 
suffixes) 

measure  amakag
a  

tongaka  mak(ai), 
angewe, 
valarue  

makande, makade  manda pia, 
kimagi, 
kemagi  

mandamea  

short  alo  tupeka  gur tutuk, ngu 
ngu, tutukana  

moui, muu  tomaki  rundu,rund
airundsi  

ize 
(volume
)  

mangaw
a’e  

ilo  ngala  kapkap, makande  arane, 
timbuni, luni, 
taliga  

ekei-yapa 
andai  

Source: This table was developed from data from questionnaires completed by tertiary 
students (mostly from UOG), village observations, and linguistic records. 

Just as English has a range of words for certain concepts like “short” and for different 

degrees of the attribute like “large” and “enormous”, some of the languages like Manam for 

“little” listed in Table 1 suggest similar variations in words. For example, for “little” 

reduplication is used but for quite different objects or meanings. By contrast, a morpheme 

might suggest it is used within different words for different purposes such as the Tinatatuna 
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(Tolai or Kuanua) words for “compare” or Kewapi words for “little”. Other variations in the 

table may be due to different sources of data (for example, different participants writing 

down an oral language or the date on which the data was collected e.g. early 1900s first 

contact, later records, and recently collected data). 

Some languages have an adjective for a measurable attribute that is used for all 

objects and others have several adjectives for specific classifications e.g. round objects, flat 

objects, people, food. Some languages have words, suffixes or prefixes or action words for 

different types of objects. In addition, two linguistic features, order of words and ways of 

indicating emphasis, can impact on discussions about measurement activities  (Tupper, 2007).  

Language reflects thinking and the data highlight how dominant languages may 

conflict with the students’ home languages or ways of thinking. Ways of thinking persist long 

after the original languages have been lost or partially lost (evident in Australian Aboriginal 

English). It is for this reason, that there needs to be policies that both maintain the languages 

and recognise the importance of original languages in education. This broad spread of details 

on languages from just one country indicates that measurement thinking is not as universal as 

one might expect from western curricula. It also indicates that developing a sense of size is 

dependent on cultural experiences and language. 

Cultural Practices and Measurement 
 

Sticks are also commonly used to measure lengths such as for spaces between posts. 

However, arm lengths and other body parts are used. To check the size of bilum (string bag) 

openings (Lilian Supa, Simbu, personal communication) and trouser waist sizes (Kaleva, 

personal communication), the fore arm is often used. The outrigger canoe construction in 

PNG varies from place to place but informal, comparative, mathematical thinking reflects 

formal mathematical concepts of integral and differential calculus dealing with conceptual 

notions of surface area, buoyancy, weight, length, width and size of the canoe (Matang, 1996, 
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2003, 2008). People directly and indirectly determine other dependent variables of practical 

significance such as how much cargo and the number of people the canoe will carry once it is 

finally constructed and what trees are available for making the canoe. The lengths, curves, 

and positioning of the links for the outrigger are carefully held in visuospatial memory and in 

existing examples. The sizes will vary accordingly and may or may not be formally 

measured. In some places like the Trobriands, canoe builders make careful smaller measures 

usually using finger lengths and hand spans but generally the overall visual appearance and 

similarity to past and present canoes is made.  Thickness of wood is determined by feeling 

with the leg or by sound when knocking of by hands on both sides. However, there will be a 

testing for buoyancy and weight distribution in the horizontal position in order to adjust the 

final position of the outrigger (Owens & Kaleva, 2008b).  

Another common construction is that of bridges. Siegel (1982) provided descriptions 

of many of the suspension, cantilever, girder and combination bridges made from bush 

materials. Even a simple bridge across a flooded river requires the judgement of saplings that 

are long enough to bridge the gap – the men’s imagery of lengths in both the horizontal and 

vertical orientation was strong. As a group, men will discuss the position of the bridge, 

collect the saplings and ropes, and bound across the river in a wider place so there are men on 

both sides. In an hour a small bridge can be erected (personal record, Hobu village, Morobe 

Province). Bridges deteriorate and need repair and replacement while others are washed away 

in floods. Since bridge building requires several men, it can be a long time before it is built 

especially over ravines and fast flowing rivers with wide river beds. Yuofoho who 

commented on the building of Kobrenmin Bridge commented that bridge building and other 

traditional activities require  

some important mathematical ideas and skills…. Not only mathematical ideas 
were involved but also some social and scientific knowledge. For instance, 
gathering of people for the ground breaking ceremony, is social knowledge, 
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and the idea of collecting very rigid material to withstand the pressure due to 
loads carried by the people who cross the bridge and the consideration of the 
resistance of the materials to decay is scientific knowledge. (Yuofoho, 2005) 
(See Figure 1a) 

 
Yambi gave specific details of the steps in building the bridge near Kagua (SHP) 

illustrating a strong sense of order and of the physics by which the bridge is strengthened. 

Kewabi men SHP 

start by erecting four huge posts into the ground, two at each side of the river. 
When that is done, they tied about 3 to 4 cross bars on each pair of the posts so 
that the posts must be immovable. Two long hardwood posts bridge the river 
and are tied from the uprights across the river. There are two pairs for the 
walkway and two for the hand rails. … 
On the bottom ones, cross bars were also made with sticks tightened together 
with the posts and on top of that, strong and long pipit sized trees were spread 
and also tightened them with the bush ropes and vines. This is the footpath to 
walk on. … The next step is to tie two huge and strong ropes on each post on 
one side of the river. The other longer sides of those ropes were used for 
tightening the footpath supporting, sticks and the hand bars. These ropes 
produce a pattern like waves on both sides of the bridge. Finally, ropes of 
many different shapes and sizes are tied onto the top of the posts and the other 
ends are tied onto the footpaths and hand bars. This makes the bridge to be 
built like a brick that does not move. (Yambi, 2004) (See Figure 1b) 

 

 
 

 

1a. Walkway suspended from cantilever 
section, Kobrenmin Bridge, near Telefomin, 
Sandaun Province (Siegel, 1982) 

1b. Yalo River suspension bridge at 
Mambuanda Village – Kagua, Southern 
Highlands  

Figure 1. Bridges in Papua New Guinea 
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House building is also ubiquitous and varied with some villages showing remarkable 

adaptations of style (e.g. coastal Morobe, south of Salamaua). Matang, from the hinterland of 

Finschhafen in the Morobe Province, PNG, shared his Kâte experiences on the care taken to 

cut down bamboo for floors. Men took ropes that measured the length of the floor and also 

the width. A rope was put around the bamboo trunk which would be split and laid flat for the 

floor. Then the men determined how many of these circumferences would fit across the floor 

by using this length as a unit and counting along the rope that represented the width of the 

room. Then men determined how many they would need, taking account of the length of the 

floor and the number of lengths that could be cut from each trunk. There was no wastage and 

the load to be carried quite some distance back to the village was reduced to a minimum. In 

some areas, this care was not reported (e.g., by some younger men in Panim, Madang). House 

building particularly illustrated skills of ratio. Villagers knew how much material was needed 

for different sized houses. For example, a coastal rectangular house might increase from 

having nine support posts (in rows of three) to twelve, hence adding half as much floor space 

to the house. The increase in floor, wall and roofing materials was tacitly known knowledge. 

People spoke of areas that were needed to gather sufficient kunai grass for thatching roofs for 

different sized houses and similarly the size of the sago palm if it was used.  

In the highland villages with round houses, it was well known that the circle was 

made by attaching a rope to a centre post and the other end to a foot which was dragged 

around to form a circle. It was recognised that a larger circle required more wall and roof 

materials and more assistance and thus requiring more garden foods to be planted for paying 

back the helpers. It was also known that a bigger house would be colder requiring a bigger 

fire to keep warm and so not suitable for an old man to sleep in (Kaveve village Elder, 

Eastern Highlands). To make the hole for entry through the door board of the men’s house in 

a Sepik village, a rope to measure the girth of the fattest man in the village is used to form the 
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circle, draw it, and cut it out (Onggi, 2005). The sleeping space that was 7 foot by 7 foot (a 

man’s foot) would sleep roughly 25 men in four corner rooms of the house (the central third 

of the floor space was left for sitting around the fire) (Kopnung village Elder, Yu Wooi 

(South Whagi) speakers, Western Highlands). Gardens in rows and divided by drains in 

highland areas also provided visuals for area.  

Frade and Borges (Frade & Falcão, 2008)(2006) discussed the issues of making 

implicit knowledge explicit. We can generalise to say that people have a sense of area (tacit 

knowledge) developed through sleeping, gardening and house building in particular (Owens 

& Kaleva, 2008a). People are able to use this idea of area to make judgements such as the 

estimated amount of material needed for a house of a particular floor size. Many participant 

researchers referred to the length of a garden as a measure of a garden. However, people 

would visualise a garden by knowing its length. Some visualised the kaukau mounds, others 

visualised a garden with a common width. Similar comments could be made about floor plans 

and roof areas. The static environment provides some mathematics whereas mathematical 

thinking occurs during the process or activity. When we explored understandings of volume 

and mass, there were many tacit understandings (Owens & Kaleva, 2008b). In most areas of 

PNG, pigs are a form of wealth. The notion of a big pig is primarily about volume but it has 

mass and more importantly fat. Pigs may be carried so mass is felt but what is seen is volume. 

Techniques are used to assist with the estimation of volume size. Like school mathematics, 

measures of length may be used to help with estimating volume. Tacit knowledge sets up a 

ready-reckoner of comparative lengths and volumes. For example, the width of pig fat 

measured in fingers can be associated with the amount of fat/oil obtained in terms of bamboo 

lengths4. While the connection is not given a multiplicative number, experience indicates how 

much one could estimate. “All the fingers were used to measure the pig fat and records were 

                                                
4 The hollow bamboo between nodes. 
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kept”. “The sheets of fat from the pig would be stripped off the membrane allowing the fat to 

run into bamboos. They would also boil it to get the oil. They might get four bamboo 

containers from a big pig” (family group, Kamano-Kafe, Kainantu district, EHP).  

Pig size is ordered by sight but some people look to see how close the belly is to the 

ground. Some participants mentioned measuring the length to the thigh or waist. The 

Kamano-Kafe mentioned the arms are used to measure the girth of the pig to see how far 

apart the fingers are when placed around the pig. There can be much discussion about the 

comparative sizes. In other places, the women keep the record of the girths by holding onto 

the string used to measure until it is needed again. If the length of the girth indicates the 

volume of the pig, then the link between girth and volume is not necessarily determined 

numerically but visually and it is associated with a range of other pig features. Still other  

groups add the length of the pig into the discussion on size whereas others use the area of the 

footprint. Different cultural groups make decisions on both visual appearance and/or 

measures of various kinds and the decision is a community affair. 

Length is also used to refer to the volume of holes such as mumu pits5, the depth and 

adequacy of drains, and the size of bilums (string-bags that are ubiquitous). A Keyagana man, 

EHP, mentioned “a circular rope and long stick are used to measure the volume of a pit 

toilet” while a Southern Highlands group used the same measures for assessing the size of 

kaukau (sweet potato) piles for exchanges. 

Many participants from many highland areas referred to volume in describing the 

amount of water needed for a mumu cooking pit. The mumu is ubiquitous although the 

methods vary slightly within the highlands region while the methods for coastal areas are 

quite different. The Fore participants described the scene for a ceremony. The Elders decide 

                                                
5 A mumu is food cooked in hollows in the ground for cooking large quantities of food, varying in method and 
content across the nation but stones are first heated by a fire using selected wood, food is wrapped or covered 
usually with bamboo leaves before dirt is piled on. Water is poured onto stones in the highlands for steam. 
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the amount by feeling the heat and decide how much water is needed. The bamboo is selected 

by its width and length of nodes. A Kamano-Kafe speaker put it the other way round 

“bamboo was measured by the amount needed for a mumu pit”. Bamboo lengths or large 

cooking pots are used for carrying water to the mumu pit. The size of the pit and heat 

(resulting from the type and amount of wood used and stones) would determine the amount 

of water to be added to the covered heated stones until the steam rising from the watered 

stones slowed down and provided steam for the cooking.  

A Yupno man noted that small volumes were considered when making medicines. 

“There were many different kinds, for worms, colds, sores.  Ginger was used for colds. It was 

broken up by hitting, squeezed through a strainer and mixed with just a teaspoon of water. 

From one of the kunai grasses with a smell, they take the skin away and use the hard inside, 

may be five of these and boil in hot water. Then they give half a cup to a child and a full cup 

to an adult. For cooking, they would use a small amount or too much and remember to 

improve it for next time.” The experiment was a recognised approach to using volumes. The 

same idea has been mentioned by Yu Wooi (South Whagi) speakers, Western Highlands, for 

making the red marita pandanus sauce and by coastal dwellers for achieving a good mix 

when mixing sago pulp with water, straining it and leaving the sago starch to settle out from 

the solution. Other ratio mixes were noted by Telefol speakers, Sandaun Province in relation 

to mixing dyes with pig fat for painting their door boards for their large men’s houses (Onggi, 

2005). 

Veronica Kerapi (Ialibu District, Southern Highlands) told a story about pig kills and 

related numerous mathematical concepts to the story. “In Imbongu culture (SHP), when a 

community is involved in moka, brideprice, pig killing etc, firstly they use sticks in a row to 

match the number of pigs to be killed. Matching is involved here. Secondly comes counting 

involving fractions and whole numbers. There is a very special way of counting in fractions. 
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If one says "ekondo of a pig, it denotes one quarter. ekondo-ekondo means half for a 

slaughtered whole pig when shared among people. It is obvious that a whole can be 

slaughtered and cut into four quarters and then into smaller parts depending on with whom 

they want to share. If these payments of pork were put together, we get a whole pig. 

Therefore, the idea of addition, multiplication, subtraction and division of fractions is 

involved one way or the other. Thirdly, measurement of the length, width and thickness of the 

pork meat is considered by whoever is sharing and cutting. The family with more members 

take meat heavier and bigger than the ones with less members” (Kerapi, 2007). This 

discussion about quarters and implying a quarter as a unit that can be combined or partitioned 

illustrates the influence of schooling but also how comparison and measurement are 

embedded in the activity. 

Cultural Exchange Practices 
Cultural exchanges are very important in PNG societies. Comparisons of size are 

made with existing things by looking. A big kaukau is matched with two smaller ones. 

Participants from several language groups mentioned that a small pig would require another 

pig added to match a big pig.  Around Madang, in the villages from Panim to Forak 

according to an old lady with a group of younger men, when there is a feast, then the various 

families will bring food. The pigs will be tied to the sticks (“stik pik”) which are put in the 

ground, carefully indicating how many each “line” (related people) will get. Each group will 

get their share. When the pig is distributed, then all the men will check. Then a piece goes to 

each man and usually a coconut-leaf basket of food is distributed to each man in the group. 

Each basket has an opening about 50cm wide. There is a rope handle to put on a pole so it 

can be carried. For feasts, the family would need very heavy bilums of mixed produce to 

share and trade. Each family would supply large bilums full of food. They would use big clay 

pots, make a hole in the ground for the fire and put the pots in the hole. It was important to 
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prepare much more food than the men could eat and to prepare five to seven plates full per 

person. One man said his mother used to make claypots but she came from Yabob. It was 

generally commented that they were made at the beach where the clay and sand could be used 

together whereas their place was in the bush. They traded garden food for ground pots and 

never pigs. Usually one to three bilums of mixed garden food is traded for one pot but they 

also took account of friendship. They would also trade eight or nine packets of sago wrapped 

in the bag made from the palm. They would trade bilums of different sizes for different size 

pots. They might buy three or four pots at a time. (record of village interview with family 

group, 2008).  “Food piles were compared by Elders, especially on deciding greatest and 

smallest piles” said a Kamano-Kafe speaker. “A hundred is a heap, with two hands together, 

giving a link to volume” (2 Siane men, EHP).  From the neighbouring area, a Fore speaker 

mentioned that the volume of taro is discussed in the following way. “People weigh (by 

hefting with the hands) the heaviness and lightness, length (long or short) and size (big or 

small) and finally group them in order of their size, length and weight: 

• Heavy, long, big 
• Heavy, short, big 
• Light, long, small 
• Light, short, small” 
 

From the mountains on the northern side of the Finisterre Range of the Madang 

Province a Yupno man reminds us that the comparison of pig size was linked to cultural 

ceremonies. “Bride price payment is one of the famous ways of uniting two different parties 

together. They pay the price with different wealths either modernized or traditional. They 

also have different ways of arrangement, preparation and payments. However in my culture, 

the traditional wealth is of less significance. Upon the display of items, the length of items, 

traditional money, the pigs and bunch(es) of banana are measured. They use ropes and 

bamboo nodes to measure the length and sizes of food stuff and pigs. They use two different 
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ropes, one is longer than the other to measure the length of the pigs and the yams. One hand 

span (arm span) of beads, is equivalent to two smaller female piglets and half of the beads 

(from finger tip to middle of the chest) is equivalent to two male piglets. Although they have 

a digit tally counting system, they will also tie knots for each of the pieces of wealth with 

different ropes for each kind of wealth. They use a chain of dogs’ teeth to measure the beads 

used for making the payments. They associate these with the length of the beads and the 

money displayed. These kinds of payments are also used for land disputes.” It is clear from 

this description that lengths are used in conversations to make decisions about the size or 

volume of items and to make judgements about the wealth or value of the displayed objects.  

Cultural Practices and Geometry 
 

Mathematics in PNG is practical but sophisticated. The understandings embedded in 

these practices are advanced as illustrated by the following examples. String figures made by 

Kilivila speakers on the Trobriand Islands, PNG, have been linked to knot theories such as 

the Vaughan Jones polynome and Kauffman’s tangle theories. These string figures are made 

while singing a traditional story or naming a series of objects but it is the algorithmic series 

of static steps in string figures and the maker’s knowledge of the variant effects that can be 

claimed as mathematical reasoning. So evident are the algorithms of steps that 

Vandendriessche has set up a database of string games using the series of polynomes 

associated with the series of static states used in the game (REHSEIS-UMR7219, 2005).  
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Figure 2. Door board from Telefol, Sandaun (Onggi, 2005) 
Symmetries and asymmetries are evident in construction of houses and canoes but 

also in the wealth of artefacts such as carvings. One example is the door board but many 

carvings show designs of many kinds. Figure 2 illustrates the door board from Telefol 

Sandaun Province, and Figure 3 a bilum hook from Palalambai, Mid-Sepik River, East Sepik 

Province, and a dish from the Trobriand Islands, Milne Bay Province.  
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Figure 3. Bilum hook from Palalambai, Mid-Sepik River, East Sepik Province, and a dish 

from the Trobriand Islands, Milne Bay Province. 
 

Shapes are evident also in weaving patterns. Figure 4 illustrates a number of these. 

The zigzag, diagonal and diamond patterns as they are called are frequent across the country 

for walls and for the Elders at Kopnung a skill that was recently6 learnt by them to replace 

vertical plank walls. Village learning naturally occurs while the Elder prepares examples for 

us to take back to our mathematics classes. Men used gestures to illustrate the necessary 

pattern of over and under for the diagonals and noted the starting position for the row so that 

the dark green appeared appropriately in the centre. Hexagonal and rhombus shapes through 

open weaving or knotting are used for window covers and fishing nets. A wide range of 

shapes are utilised in constructions from holes and Vs for supporting joists to rectangular, 

triangular and conical shapes for roofs, fish traps, and baskets. 

                                                
6 First contact in the highlands occurred around 1940s and “blinds” weaving from leaves and pitpit developed 
with regular movement between the coast and the highlands around 1960s with increasing use over the last 20 
years. 
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Kopnung village, WHP, Elders’s “diamond” 
pattern 

 
Elder demonstrates while children watch 
and learn 

 
Keapara mother’s basket, pandanus leaves, 
Central Province 

 
Malalamai village, Rai Coast, Madang 
Province. Patterns in weaving emphasised. 
Bags and hats from coconut fronds learnt in 
the men’s house. 

  
Figure 4. Weaving techniques from across the nation used for walls, floor mats, bags, and 

other objects.  
 

Perhaps the most regularly transforming, ubiquitous, and shared art involving shapes 

are those created by women in making their bilums. Designs were traditionally intensely 
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related to relationships and group (Mackenzie, 1991) but with the increasing use of double-

strength rolled tradestore wool for tightly-made bilums there is now an extensive range of 

designs (see Figure 5). Bilum makers may use up to 20 needles with multiple colours to work 

each figure- of-eight stitch in developing their complex designs. They count, follow number 

patterns, working up and down oblique lines, and observe their developing patterns. They use 

parts of figures, for example the hexagon of the soccer-ball design is made of two trapezia 

from different needles. 
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From left: Madang bilum 
for singsing; Kaveve, 
EHP for heavy loads; 
(Malalamai) bilums are 
hung for baby’s sleeping. 

   

  

 
Top from left: Sepik 
bilum, closeup; computer 
network (Kamano); 
Bottom row: rainbow 
design (Kamano), 
variation on rainbow 
(Enga); soccer ball or 50 
toea design (Goroka). 

Figure 5. Uses and styles of bilums.  

Paraides’ doctoral research (2008) shows how language and cultural practical 

activities reflect the Tolai cultural ways of thinking mathematically. Tolai counting varies 

depending on the activity. In gathering taro tubers, two are tied, then four, then one set of six 

which then has the value of one whereas banana bunches, coconuts, and wild fowl eggs are 

counted as one set of four, two then three sets of four (twelve as a unit). Peanuts are counted 

in sets of ten or twos but there is no fixed number for small fish strung together. In 
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Tinatatuna, the Tolai language, groups of 12 coconuts are called a pakaruati (one lot of 10) 

and then 10 or 20 of these groups are named as a lot. Actions like stacking occurred as they 

counted. People are counting in groups as opposed to individual objects and this is 

communicated through Indigenous oral discourse. Tolai currency is shell money, tabu. Five 

shells is the lowest value. Lengths of parts of the arm are also stipulated as currency units. 

For example, the straight length from the finger to mid-upper arm, same but hanging, hanging 

to mid-chest, hanging between outstretched arms are all agreed units. Each has a precise 

name. Some lengths of 10 and 12 are used together with multiples of these groups. More 

importantly, each length and distribution of shell money is significant to an occasion. Lengths 

of shell money in a circle are grouped in tens and in tens of tens. Paraides found that these 

real life examples were a sound way of introducing basic mathematics concepts of groups and 

place value prior to an introduction to English. 

A common counting approach is by hand (five), two hands (two fives), two hands and 

a foot, man (two hands and two feet). This digit tally or (5, 20) cycle system permits groups 

of 5, and an easy way of representing and skip counting by 5s. This system is well known 

across the world among Indigenous communities such as the Yu’pik in Alaska and the 

Wiradjuri in Australia. The ubiquitous 2-cycle systems—often developing into a (2, 5, 20) 

system or (2, 5) system in PNG—can be a sound background to understanding odd and even 

numbers. In some cases, the importance of reciprocity is closely linked with the counting 

system and the emphasis on two. The Austronesian languages on the central south coast of 

PNG mainland include numbers for 6 and 8 that are 3x2 and 4x2 respectively with 9=4x2+1 

and in some languages 7=3x2+1. This system illustrates even and odd numbers and 

groupings for multiplications. Some languages, for example on Manus Island, PNG, describe 

7 as 3 before 10, and 8 as 2 before 10. In Uisai language, Bougeanville, 7 is 3 before 10 and 9 

is “complete” before the 10 (Kaleva, personal communication). These Manus-type systems 
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link well with subtraction, the counting up to 10, and the numbers that add to equal 10 

(Owens, 2000, 2001). All these number relationships assist in efficient arithmetic strategies in 

both English and the vernacular. This was shown by Matang’s work on a number of different 

systems in which he tested students. In particular, he noted that students in elementary school 

who learnt counting and arithmetic in the vernacular for small numbers (up to 20) and then 

learnt in English achieved higher scores on a basic arithmetic test than those who learnt in 

Tok Pisin and then English (Matang, 2008; Matang & Owens, 2006). 

Finally, especially in areas where 2 cycles are common, there are a range of body-part 

tally systems that denote numbers by the fingers and then to parts up the arms and generally 

across and down the other arm. For example, Fasu, Southern Highland, PNG, have a 35 

number body part tally system (May & Loeweke, 1981). These seem to be older systems and 

in some places (Enga, Yupno) may now only be used in certain ceremonies (Lean, 1992; 

Owens, 2001). Nevertheless, they provide a ready number line for illustrating the relative 

order of numbers and the addition of numbers.  In other cases, the body part system is 

modified to accommodate change as occurred with Kewa, Southern Highland, PNG and 

Oksapmin, Sandaun, PNG where the cross-over goes first to the small finger (Glen Lean 

Ethnomathematics Centre University of Goroka, 2003)  .  

Interesting developments occur also with the introduction of decimal currency when a 

20-cycle system was supported by the previous currency of 20 shillings to a pound (Esmonde 

& Saxe, 2004; Saxe & Esmonde, 2005). In Malalamai, the younger men translated decimal 

currency into the shillings currency for older men on a regular basis. Increasing amounts 

needed for compensation and other claims have also meant the introduction of new words 

especially for 100, 1000, 10000, even in 8-cycle systems like Hagen and Gawigal in the 

highlands. Counting systems in PNG are flexible as the languages are rapidly changing, often 
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as a result of Tok Pisin. These changes should be valued to illustrate how numbers can be 

combined to make other numbers (Muke, 2000).  

Conclusion 
 

The results of a number of studies of ethnomathematics in Papua New Guinea informs 

educators of different perspectives on ways of learning, different mathematical relationships, 

and different ways of viewing mathematics. These Indigenous knowledges are often 

overlooked with the dominance of school mathematics. For Indigenous cultures, or indeed 

any culture, mathematics is part of a world view, and as such new ways of engaging students 

may be appropriate. This was particularly evident in the story of the Elder from Kaveve 

village who related the importance of relationships and gardens for the feast when building a 

house with helpers. Each aspect of the building, different parts of the building, number of 

people to assist, and garden quantities were proportionally related.  

Cultures vary over time and new knowledge is passed on through the generations and 

across cultures. This was evident in the development of the bilums and the weaving for walls. 

While it is an acceptable Indigenous practice that knowledge be shared over time, 

Yunkaporta (2009) notes that sophisticated awareness of one’s own identity and engagement 

in local knowledge protocols is needed to come to Indigenous knowledge with integrity. Thus 

it is important that a researcher or teacher does not lose the cultural context when focussing 

on mathematical relationships and to approach the teaching and learning in an appropriate 

way. In Kopnung, Kaveve, and Malalamai, in particular, we noted the ways in which 

knowledge was shared and passed on. Student researchers such as Onggi also discussed these 

matters showing considerable respect for their Elders and their cultures. 

Linguists working in PNG preparing materials for elementary schools have also 

facilitated (assisted in unpacking language and mathematical structures) for teachers from the 

community to select their ways of teaching and materials for teaching (Litteral, 2001). New 
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skills may be valued by the community and in this case, it is the role of educators to ensure 

that there is dialogue between themselves and community Elders and other members. Each 

group brings their own expertise, knowledge and interests to the table.  

This paper has presented some examples of Indigenous ways of thinking 

mathematically. Interestingly some of these examples suggest better ways for introducing 

western mathematical concepts to young children in PNG and possibly elsewhere (Ness & 

Farenga, 2007). In particular, studies have highlighted alternative ways of thinking about 

space and measurement (Owens & Kaleva, 2008a, 2008b) and arithmetic strategies (Owens, 

2000; Paraide, 2008). Finding similarities and differences between systems can also 

strengthen deep understanding of mathematical concepts and the significance of mathematics 

in a cultural context (Donovan, 2008; New South Wales Department of Education and 

Training, 2003).  

The overview of cultural practices in PNG, provides some analysis, features and 

patterns that emerge from comparing practices across the cultures of PNG. This means there 

is a reason for having both a place-based education for students and a globalised approach 

where students consider the mathematics of diverse groups of people. Teachers are not 

retailers of knowledge but solve the problem of teaching for difference so that students can 

identify with their learning (Dawson, 2005; Gale, 2006). Although the full meaning behind 

the mathematics may not be totally appreciated, nevertheless sharing of appropriate 

Indigenous knowledge does strengthen understanding not only of the mathematics but also of 

the value of cultural diversity. It cannot be under-estimate how important this aspect of 

ethnomathematics is in western school systems (Lovat & Toomey, 2009). 
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